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vMVPDs Account for Nearly 
10% of Pay TV Subs: BTIG 
WHILE SEVERE FOURTH-QUARTER LOSSES for DirecTV Now may have led some 
to believe that the once fast-growing virtual pay TV sector was in its fi fteenth minute of 
fame, these services now control an ever-larger market share of U.S. pay TV homes.

According to BTIG Research, there were around 7.7 million subscribers to Sling TV, 
DirecTV Now, Hulu+ Live TV, Sony PlayStation Vue, YouTube TV, fuboTV and other live-
streamed pay TV bundles at the end of 2018. 

With linear pay TV subscriptions declining to 79.6 million at the end of Q4, vMVPDs 
accounted for nearly 10% of the U.S. pay TV market. 

At the end of 2017, BTIG estimated that there were about 4.7 million vMVPD subscriptions in the U.S. or only around 
5% of the domestic pay TV market. 

Certainly, the sector ended 2018 on a down note, with AT&T’s DirecTV Now reporting the loss of 267,000 subscribers 
in the fourth quarter — a loss the company said that stemmed from having around 500,000 users end steep promotional 
discounts last year. 

So other than DirecTV Now’s promo hangover, how is the vMVPD market really doing? Since there’s still so little in the 
way of self-disclosed subscriber data, it’s kind of tough to really say defi nitely. 

For more from this blog, go to broadcastingcable.com/Feb25. 

VIDEOPHILE

‘Netfl ix-Only’ Still the Top 
U.S. Streaming Service Portfolio
The majority of U.S. consumers who have adopted streaming, 71%, subscribe to more than one SVOD service, according to a 
new report by Ampere Analysis. 

Only 29% of streaming homes are now defi ned as “solos”— that is, subscribing to only one subscription video-on-demand 
(SVOD) service. That’s down from 41% in 2016. (Ampere describes homes with more than one SVOD service as “stackers.”)

Whether they’re solos or stackers, most U.S. households typically include Netfl ix in their portfolio of SVOD services. 
According to 

Ampere, 20% of U.S. 
homes are solos 
subscribing only to 
Netfl ix. The next most 
popular portfolio are 
stackers who use both 
Netfl ix and Amazon 
Prime Video (14%). 
Nine percent combine 
Netfl ix with Hulu, 5% 
take just Prime Video 
and 1% subscribe to 
only Hulu. 

Notably, as Disney 
and WarnerMedia 
prepare major SVOD 
launches, Ampere said 
that the number of 
homes stacking four 
our more services has 
remained largely fl at in 
recent quarters. 

“As SVOD stacking 
slows rapidly, there is 
evidence that house-
holds have begun to 
curate their SVOD bundles,” Toby Holleran, senior analyst at Ampere Analysis, wrote. “Will they fi nd additional budget for future 
services, such as Disney+, or will they swap out existing services? We know that Netfl ix has the highest satisfaction score of 
any U.S. TV service with Amazon and Hulu close behind — placing all three in relatively secure positions. This makes Disney+ 
most likely to displace the niche streaming services.” — Daniel Frankel

NUMBER

1.8M
BTIG Research’s subscriber 
estimate for Hulu+ Live TV, 
which would make it the 

second-most-popular vMVPD 
behind Dish’s Sling TV. 

Daniel Frankel

“Our strategy 
of creating more 
of the premium 

content that 
audiences want 

and making
 it available 
across new 

and traditional 
platforms

 continues to 
pay off.”

— Joe Ianniello, president and 
acting CEO at CBS, touting 
8 million subscribers for the 

company across CBS All Access, 
Showtime Anytime and the rest of 

its streaming platforms. 
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